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Abstract
Background: The need to mitigate and substitute the use of fossil fuels as the main energy matrix has led to the
study and development of biofuels as an alternative. Second-generation (2G) ethanol arises as one biofuel with great
potential, due to not only maintaining food security, but also as a product from economically interesting crops such
as energy-cane. One of the main challenges of 2G ethanol is the inefficient uptake of pentose sugars by industrial
yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae, the main organism used for ethanol production. Understanding the main drivers for
xylose assimilation and identify novel and efficient transporters is a key step to make the 2G process economically
viable.
Results: By implementing a strategy of searching for present motifs that may be responsible for xylose transport
and past adaptations of sugar transporters in xylose fermenting species, we obtained a classifying model which was
successfully used to select four different candidate transporters for evaluation in the S. cerevisiae hxt-null strain, EBY.
VW4000, harbouring the xylose consumption pathway. Yeast cells expressing the transporters SpX, SpH and SpG
showed a superior uptake performance in xylose compared to traditional literature control Gxf1.
Conclusions: Modelling xylose transport with the small data available for yeast and bacteria proved a challenge that
was overcome through different statistical strategies. Through this strategy, we present four novel xylose transporters which expands the repertoire of candidates targeting yeast genetic engineering for industrial fermentation. The
repeated use of the model for characterizing new transporters will be useful both into finding the best candidates for
industrial utilization and to increase the model’s predictive capabilities.
Keywords: Xylose, Xylose transporter, Machine learning, Feature selection, Pentose metabolism, Industrial
biotechnology
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Background
For the last few decades, the scientific community has
expended efforts to find cleaner energy alternatives to
the fossil-based matrix as a means to mitigate the consequences of climate change from the use of said fossil
fuels. One strategy is the use of biofuels produced from
lignocellulosic biomass, also called second-generation
(2G) biofuels. This strategy is desirable, as lignocellulose
is found in the cell walls of all plants and allows many different matrices to be used industrially [1–4].
Plant cell walls comprise mainly cellulose (30–50%),
hemicellulose (25–3%) and lignin (15–20%) [5]. The 2G
process involves breaking down these main saccharide
fractions into their monomers, predominantly glucose
and xylose, that can then be metabolized by microorganisms into different bioproducts, and in the context of biofuels, bioethanol [6–8]. 2G biofuels appear as a promising
driver on energy security due to it not competing directly
with the food industry and not needing more plantations
to achieve energy security [8].
Xylose consumption follows two pathways: the first,
deemed the oxidoreductive pathway, comprises a conversion of xylose into xylitol through the enzyme xylose
reductase, followed by a conversion of xylitol into xylulose by xylitol dehydrogenase. The second, called the
isomerase pathway, comprises a one-step conversion of
xylose into xylulose by xylose isomerase. Both pathways

xylose transport

then have a conversion of xylulose into xylulose-5-phosphate by xylulokinase which then follows the pentose
phosphate pathway [9].
The main organism used industrially for these biotechnological applications is the yeast Saccharomyces
cerevisiae due to its resistance to inhibitors, high product yield, and ease of manipulation [9, 10]. However, its
utilization of xylose naturally is lacking, requiring genetic
engineering steps to insert one of the two xylose metabolism pathways to ethanol. Although yeast strains with
these pathways are already used extensively, the challenge
of xylose consumption remains, related to the cofactor
imbalance on the oxidoreductive pathway, the need to
further engineer or evolve exogenous xylose isomerases
on the isomerase pathway, or inhibition of the xylose
pathway by glucose due to sugar phosphorylation mechanisms [9, 11–14].
Regarding xylose transport, S. cerevisiae has many hexose transporters that are also capable of transporting
xylose, such as the Hxt family of transporters and Gal2
[15–17]. Many xylose transporters have been found in
other yeast species and considered candidates for industrial use by engineering S. cerevisiae, such as Sut1-3 and
Xut1 from Scheffersomyces stipitis [18], Gxs1 and Gxf1
from Candida intermedia [19] and XylHP from Debaryomyces hansenii [20]. Details of their kinetic properties in
xylose and glucose have also been described [15, 21–24].
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Besides yeasts, one of the most studied and known xylose
transporters is xylE from Escherichia coli [25–27].
Xylose consumption rates decrease when coupled with
glucose due to competition of these sugars by endogenous transporters for access to the transport system,
where first the organism depletes all the hexoses in its
media, and only then slowly metabolizes xylose [15, 28,
29]. Even though many xylose-transporting proteins have
been described in literature, this inefficient consumption
pattern remains and what defines the ability to transport
xylose is not entirely understood. Also, sequence, evolutionary or chemical interaction characteristics (hereafter discussed as features) behind transport capacity are
still not completely understood [27], as much variability
on transport capacity, velocity and affinity is seen, one
example is the sugar transporter Gxf1, which shows an
efficiency shift at certain sugar concentrations [23].
Many studies have been done to describe new transporters from new species [19, 20, 30–33], engineer hexose or pentose transporters for better efficiency through
genetic engineering and directed evolution [28, 34–40],
develop transporter testing yeast strains [16, 30, 41],
resolving crystallographic structures coupled with xylose
[25], but the main genomic drivers for xylose affinity,
such as adaptive evolutionary signals (e.g. positive selection and convergent evolution), structural affinity and
relations between the key residues already described as
important for transport have not been found. This is in
part due to xylose transport not having a single structural
motif indicating its trait and no known specific transporters, even though many amino acid sites for different transporters have been described to be key for xylose
affinity [15, 40, 42]. Also, as transporters have evolved
in a multi-genic strategy (gene duplication, resulting in
multiple sequences coding for the same protein) as an
evolutionary solution to increase throughput and adaptation [43], this makes it harder to choose, test and find the
best candidates for industrial purposes. Understanding
these kinetic dynamics is also desirable for better rational
engineering of yeasts. One novel promising approach has
been to understand the evolutionary history of xylose
consuming yeasts compared to non-consumers, finding
genomic adaptations that may have arisen in response to
the need of using xylose [44, 45]. A similar genome-wide
comparative genomics study searching for adaptations in
key xylose utilization pathway was previously described
[46]. A similar approach using comparative genomics
focused on the phylogenetic structure was used to prospect and choose novel xylose transporter candidates
from Candida sojae [47].
The use of machine learning models to classify and
predict has been previously applied to transporters as a
means to separate and differentiate functional classes
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and families [48, 49], however due in part to the many
classes in which transporters fall into, the models often
lack accuracy and precision. Simpler methods, such as
sequence homology, topological comparison or sequence
profiling have been used before to describe different proteins, including sugar transporters [48, 50–54], but a unified process that weights each methods’ importance has
not been described. The goal of this study was to cross
sequence pattern information by extracting different features from known annotated xylose transporters in yeast
or bacteria with past evolutionary adaptations via comparative genomics of 182 yeast genomes as an attempt to
describe what genomic elements define if a sugar transporter is capable to transport xylose or not. A classification model was created and successfully used against
sugar transporter families from the dataset to find potential xylose transporters. These candidates were then characterized by growing yeast expressing these candidate
genes on a set of different sugars. Finally, the structure of
each of these four transporters was modelled and their
docking pose coupled with glucose and xylose was compared against the crystallographic structure of the known
symporter from E. coli xylE.
In this work, we believe another step was given on
facilitating the search for xylose transporters and understanding what the main drivers for xylose affinity are,
while presenting a model that can already help to choose
the most likely xylose-transporting candidates to take on
for wet-lab work, and that with further use will become
even more reliable.

Results
Sugar transporters from 182 yeasts cluster in 4 families

We selected 182 genomes (Additional file 1: Table S1)
from the Saccharomycotina clade available for download in NCBI to try and understand the evolutionary history and adaptations of different yeasts that conferred
an ability or not to ferment or consume xylose (manuscript in preparation). Orthofinder [55] analysis followed
by recovery of families of interest through BLAST with
known xylose transporters as baits revealed that sugar
transporters grouped into 4 orthogroups: families 9, 10,
1180 and 7608, containing 1298, 1293, 204 and 8 genes,
respectively. Full protein sequences for each family are
available as Additional file 4: File S1.
Training and testing dataset

The dataset for model selection comprised sugar transporters for fungi and bacteria as annotated and registered
in Uniprot [56] and on TCDB [57]. Xylose transporters were carefully screened from these data, and due
to insufficient proteins with this function, a literature
search was done to increase their number. In total, 396
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proteins, from which 25 were able to transport xylose,
had their amino acid sequence retrieved and were used
for machine learning (Additional file 2: Table S2 is given
with the gene name, Uniprot ID and publication describing xylose transport). The data were split into training
and test sets using scikit-learn’s [58] train_test_split.
From the more than 30,000 features extracted for the
sequences, 13 were defined by the model as most important, from which 2 were impactful for a xylose transport capacity classification (Xylose-1), and the other 11
for an inability to transport xylose (Xylose-0) (Fig. 1a).
Most of these features are derived from profile-based
descriptors, these include the Position Scoring Matrices Features (PSSM), which indicate patterns of different sequences and scores each amino acid according to
its position on the sequence, and are useful for predicting function of sites or classifying residues [59], the two
features that drive the prediction to xylose-1 and the
custom Hidden Markov Model (HMM), which similarly
to PSSM calculates and scores sequence position, sites
and patterns given other known or similar sequences,
that was extracted from the non-cytoplasmic domains
of the sequences, the latter also being the feature with
the most impact. Other important features are related to
relative mutability (DAYM780201) [60], residue volume
and its consequence for the final protein conformation
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(BIGC670101) [61], modelling possible ligand–target
interaction (scl5.2lag.5) [62] and adding more information, such as hydrophobicity in relation to near residues,
to the amino acid composition (Pc1.c) [63].
Due to the dataset imbalance (only 25 out of 396 were
xylose-transporting proteins), statistical oversampling
techniques were implemented to reduce this imbalance.
Standard classification metrics were done to evaluate the
model, such as receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
and precision-recall graphs, in addition to the confusion matrix which allow visualization of the absolute
number of samples in each class correctly or incorrectly
predicted by the model. The ROC curve showed higher
increments of true positive rate than of the false positive
rate, which means that the model efficiently classified the
positive samples from the testing dataset (AUC = 0.95
for both classes) without losing much precision. Similarly, the precision-recall analysis showed an average
precision of 0.73. However, due to the initial imbalance
against the positive class, and to reduce overfitting issues
arising from oversampling, we sought to remove this bias
by analysing the data more attentively, modifying how
results were judged and giving more weight to precision.
As the default model (Model 1) classification threshold
is 0.5 to assign a sample to each class (0–0.49 as negative; 0.5–1 as positive), we manually edited (Model 2) so
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Fig. 1 Graphical representations of machine learning model against the dataset. a Force-plot of most important features as calculated by Recursive
Feature Elimination by Cross-Validation with XGBoost. Features highlighted in red are responsible for driving the final prediction of a sample into the
positive category (A probable xylose transporter) while features in blue drive the prediction into the negative category (A non-xylose transporter).
The base value represents the average prediction for the samples, while the size of the feature represents its impact (higher or lower importance). b
Common metrics used to evaluate a model, the grey values correspond to the base threshold model and blue to the altered threshold. c Confusion
matrix showing the results of predictions against the test data
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that only samples with prediction probabilities of 0.98 or
higher were classified as xylose transporters. At the cost
of classification power for true xylose transporters (lower
recall), we were able to almost nullify false positives for
this class and thus increase precision and decrease the
false positive rate (Fig. 1b).
Choosing transporter candidates from the comparative
genomics dataset

Four transporter families were returned during our phylogenomics analysis by searching the 182 yeasts dataset
families against know sugar transporters with xylosetransporting capacity (XUT1, GXF1, GXS1, HXT7,
Xylhp, XUT3, xylE, Cs3894, Cs4130) through BLAST and
the MFS HMM from PFAM database [64]. All sequences
from these families underwent feature extraction as
done for the training and testing dataset and were tested
against the model with altered baseline threshold. 25
sequences were predicted as xylose transporters, from
which four sequences were chosen to be tested experimentally: Spaxylofer2423 (SpX), Spagorwiae6242 (SpG),
Spahagerda5424 (SpH) and Suglignoha2156 (SuL), from
Spathaspora xylofermentans, Spathaspora gorwiae,
Spathaspora hagerdaliae and Sugiyamaella lignohabitans species, respectively. These sequences were chosen
as three of them are from the known xylose fermenting
Spathaspora genus, and the Sugiyamaella lignohabitans
species, which is also known to consume xylose while not
being part of the fermenter’s clade [46]. SuL was identified as the HXT5/HTX6 hexose transporter from Sugiyamaella lignohabitans [65], SpX, SpH and SpG as HXT2
from Spathaspora sp. [66] or HXT5 from Candida subhashii [67], through BLAST search.
All 25 sequences were from fam10. Interestingly,
known xylose transporters such as Gxf1 (Caninterme1096), Cs4130 (Cansojae5099) and Cs3894 (Cansojae522) from Candida intermedia and Candida sojae,
respectively, were also part of fam10, which highlights
the potential of homologs in other yeast species that are
seldom explored. Caution was taken when the model
had not displayed these known xylose transporters in its
output, however, on closer inspection of the prediction
probabilities, this happened due to the increased restriction on the classification (a 0.95–0.96 threshold would
have included them).
Additionally, five of these 25 sequences were found to
have positive selection evidence on one codon, at protein
alignment site 856, which by Interpro analysis and posteriorly by 3D modelling, was observed to be positioned
on the extracellular non-cytoplasmic domain of the first
helix. This result indicates that these proteins had amino
acid substitutions potentially functioning as adaptations
related to the xylose fermenting phenotype through their
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recent evolution and thus emphasizes the importance of
these sequences on xylose metabolism. Due to the size of
fam10 and the heterogeneity of transporters contained in
it, the alignment on this site was mostly indels for most
species, however, many interesting patterns were found
at the positively selected codon. Firstly, being part of the
non-cytoplasmic region, this site was contemplated on
the HMM feature, which was also the most impactful for
the machine learning model. Secondly, as can be seen in
Fig. 2, the four previously chosen candidates for experimental validation have the same amino acid (valine) at
the positively selected site. While this might be expected
for the three Spathaspora candidates and explained by it
probably being an adaptation inherited from their common ancestor during speciation, the Sugiyamaella transporter also contains valine at this site while also having
diverged from the clade containing Spathaspora much
earlier during these yeasts’ evolutionary history. This pattern might indicate convergent evolution at this site.
Evaluation of chosen transporters in different sugars

The substrate uptake capacity from these four sugar
transporters was evaluated in the strain EBY_Xyl1, a
modified yeast strain derived from EBY.VW4000 [16]
lacking most of its hexose sugar transporters, rendering it
unable to grow on most sugars except maltose, and engineered with the xylose oxidoreductive pathway genes.
The four transporters were codon-optimized for expression in S. cerevisiae (Additional file 5: File S2), assembled with the promoter and terminator sequences of
the TDH1 gene from the glycolytic pathway and cloned
into the multi-copy vector pRS426. The xylose-facilitator
GXF1 from C. intermedia was cloned in the same manner as the four candidates and used as a positive control
for xylose transport, since this transporter is one of the
best heterologous xylose transporters described in literature [23, 68].
We analysed the substrate range of EBY_Xyl1 mutants
carrying the specified sugar transporters using six different sugars on solid culture medium—2 % maltose
(control), mannose, fructose, glucose, and galactose. The
transformants were grown for 24 h to the exponential
phase on Maltose and spotted in tenfold serial dilutions
onto solid culture medium. All transporters, except for
SuL, were able to confer growth of EBY_Xyl1 on all sugars, indicating a substrate promiscuity commonly seen
for sugar transporters. However, SuL was especially surprising as growth in fructose, mannose and glucose was
almost non-existent (Fig. 3a).
The growth of EBY_Xyl1 mutants carrying transporter
genes and Gxf1 as positive control were also compared in
solid medium with 1, 2, 3 and 5% of xylose as the sole carbon source. All transporters were able to confer growth
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Fig. 2 Snippet of fam10 phylogeny transformed into a cladogram for visualization purposes, coupled with the alignment around the site found
under positive selection by MEME. In red are the transporters chosen for further characterization. Bootstraps are not shown as all of them on these
clades were over 80

in all sugar concentrations, and the four transporters
showed higher growth than Gxf1 at higher xylose concentrations (Fig. 3b).
Yeast fermentation with chosen xylose transporters

Fermentation assays were done in EBY_Xyl1 for the
four transporters in media containing 1% xylose as
the sole carbon source, as well as for Gxf1 and empty
pRS426 vector (positive and negative controls, respectively). Based on the results shown in Fig. 4, SpX,
SpG and SpH conferred superior growth capability
compared to the traditional Gxf1 transporter. Cells

expressing SuL had a smaller rate of growth. A similar
pattern was seen for xylose consumption, where SpH
conferred a slightly higher assimilation rate than the
other transporters, and SuL being the slowest.
Due to the performance results from the spot-assay
in different C6 sugars, simultaneous consumption of
xylose and glucose by SuL was evaluated by fermentation of a mixture of 10 g/L each of xylose and glucose., Glucose was entirely consumed on the first 4 h of
experiment, while xylose was slowly consumed during
the same period, only increasing after glucose depletion. After 20 h, cells expressing GXF1 also demonstrated more efficiency in transporting xylose than SuL.
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Fig. 3 Spot-assay of EBY_Xyl1 carrying each of the indicated transporters and growing in a different sugars and b different concentrations of
xylose. Initial OD600 was settled at 1 before the tenfold serial dilution. Plates were incubated in 30 °C. All experiments were performed in triplicate

Comparative docking of transporters

All four transporters and Gxf1 were modelled through
RoseTTAFold in Robetta server [69] for comparative docking using the xylE crystallographic structure
bound to xylose or glucose as a comparison basis [25].
Figure 5 and Table 1 outline the docking results when
compared to the pose of the ligands on the crystal
(lowest root-mean-square deviation of atomic positions—RMSD, the average distance between superimposed structures—obtained between the docked pose
and the crystal’s ligand pose during self-docking) and
their simulated pose. Near identical poses for all transporters were achieved, with RMSDs ranging from 0.6
to 2 Å, which are generally accepted as good modelling
outcomes [70]. All sequences had similar affinity to
xylose, with SuL having the lowest, SpX, SpH and SpG
slightly higher than Gxf1, and xylE having the highest.
These results are partially supported by the comparative fermentation in xylose, in which these affinity patterns can be seen on xylose consumption rate and cell
growth. All transporters’ calculated docking affinity to
glucose was higher than to xylose, indicating the typical behaviour of substrate promiscuity and preferential
uptake of glucose.

Discussion
Describing novel transporters is an important step to
help unravel the underlying causes in which a sugar transporter is able to transport xylose while another does not
show this capacity. The use of computational approaches,
such as with machine learning or comparative genomics,
have become powerful tools in this search effort. Some
algorithms have been proposed to predict different transporter classes based on their function to facilitate classification and categorization [54, 71], however, even though
they efficiently categorize membrane transporters, these
models aim for a broader classification, which results
in not deep enough information regarding function for
some specific purposes such as sugar transport capacity
discrimination. This work presents a classification model
with the purpose of distinguishing sugar transporters in
their ability to transport xylose.
The use of oversampling techniques coupled with
increasing the prediction threshold were able to create a trustful model which identified 25 potential xylose
transporters, from which four were experimentally validated. This shows that, even with a restrictive baseline
threshold, many transporters from a diverse group of
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species were returned, highlighting the potential of different microorganisms, many of them rarely studied with
an applied biotechnological view, in supplying candidate
genes for bio-industrial applications. Regarding other
sequences not chosen for further investigation, some
transporters were surprising to appear as positive from
our model, such as Pickudriav5544 and Pickudriav5977
from Pichia kudriavzevii, which on a first literature
screen for the 182 yeast phylogenetics study appears as
a species incapable of xylose transport. A second screening showed that they are able to utilize xylose [72], which
increased confidence that the altering of the threshold
for the models’ predictions effectively removed false
positives.
The model also highlighted 13 features as most important for its predictive capability, from which two, PSSM

profiling and AAindex, were also used found in previous
studies [71]. Interestingly, the model also highlighted the
HMM score feature, originally developed in this work.
Briefly, this feature was generated by isolating the noncytoplasmic region of the known xylose transporters
used for model creation through sequence alignment followed by comparison with the InterproScan results for
Debaryomyces fabryi Xylhp (Uniprot accession Q64L87).
Another interesting feature was GFV tripeptides, which
are located on transmembrane portions of the transporters, but their direct relation to xylose transport is unclear.
Nonetheless, all predicted transporters had this tripeptide conformation ranging from 1 to 3 groups. PSSM and
the custom HMM features highlight and hint that there
is a hidden motif associated with xylose affinity, which
due to the nature of the boosting algorithm was not yet
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Fig. 5 Superimposed structures of xylE coupled with xylose (blue) and predicted structures for the four xylose transporters and GXF1 (pink tones).
The 2D representations show the probable interactions between xylose and amino acids in the binding site for each transporter

Table 1 Docking results for the four candidate transporters, xylE
(self-docking) and Gxf1
Protein name

xylE
SuL
Gxf1
SpH
SpX
SpG

Xylose

Glucose

Affinity

Δ RMSD
from crystal

Affinity

Δ RMSD
from
crystal

− 5.8

1.776

−6

0.619

− 5.3

1.085

− 5.7

1.296

− 5.5

2.454

−6

2.668

− 5.0

0.948

− 5.4

2.274

− 5.5

2.300

− 5.8

1.166

− 5.5

2.252

− 5.6

1.223

Affinity represents the stability of the ligand in the binding site (the more
negative the better), and ΔRMSD represents the difference in pose between
docked prediction and xylE crystal position

humanly interpretable, but with future improvements of
the model may come to light. These in silico results are
also in accordance with previous experimental works that
have also shown that xylose affinity is correlated with
sequence alterations, key motifs, and amino acid interactions with the sugar ligand [15, 37].
One interesting pattern that we detected posteriorly to
choosing the candidates was that SpX, SpG and SpH were

on the same clade on the fam10 phylogeny and also form
a monophyletic clade on the species’ phylogeny, highlighting an overlap of past adaptations (phylogenomic
analysis) and recent patterns (machine learning analysis). This pattern overlap can also be seen on the probable convergent evolution of the site found under positive
selection between the 3 Spathaspora chosen candidates
and the Sugiyamaella transporter, as Sugiyamaella
diverged much earlier but still has the same adaptations
as the Spathaspora transporters. Moreover, the HMM
feature was created on the non-cytoplasmic domains of
the known xylose transporters and the site under positive selection is also on one of these non-cytoplasmic
domains, again highlighting an overlap between evolutionary marks and more recent sequence attributes. As
mentioned before, this site is located on the N-terminal
region of the first transmembrane helix, which may have
some function associated with stabilizing the rockerswitch mechanism when the transporter is active. Mutating this residue in future studies could help to understand
more its role for sugar transport, as structural studies of
MFS transporters, such as xylE, have focused on mutating amino acids associated with the predicted sugar
binding sites [25, 73, 74]. While machine learning and
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comparative genomics have been used before separately
to classify or describe transporters, to our knowledge this
is the first study that associates both strategies and apply
them to a bio-industrial challenge.
Regarding the experimental validation, spot-assay
results were surprising for SuL, as there was almost no
growth in C6 sugars glucose, fructose, and mannose,
while growth in xylose and galactose was restored. Yeasts
expressing the four candidates also showed greater
growth compared to Gxf1 on concentrations above 10 g/L
of xylose indicating that the chosen candidates could be
viable for industrial use, as lignocellulosic biomass contains higher xylose concentrations than the condition
where Gxf1 is comparable to the other proteins [75, 76],
which translates into a higher xylose concentration during industrial fermentations [77] where these transporters have greater activity. However, future studies using S.
cerevisiae strains adapted to industrial conditions would
be required to further validate these candidates. Fermentation assays were also interesting, as SpX, SpG and SpH
were all slightly more efficient than the widely used Gxf1
transporter, with SuL lagging. Co-fermentation assays of
SuL and Gxf1 showed that the latter has a slightly superior consumption pattern of xylose, using glucose during
the first 4 h, and only then using xylose, as expected. Gxf1
also conferred higher growth in the C5 sugar. Again however, an evaluation on an industrial strain with higher
xylose and glucose concentrations on the media would
reveal the industrial potential of these candidates, as coupled with spot-assay results these patterns suggest that
these four xylose transporters can expand the repertoire
for industrial use and build a strong case for the model’s
use on prospecting novel candidates. Also, even though
SuL showed a lower consumption rate both in xylose and
during co-fermentation when compared to Gxf1, the lack
of growth in glucose and fructose as seen in the spotassay is a rare phenotype for sugar transporters and could
indicate an interesting target for mutagenesis or directed
evolution aiming to increase its xylose consumption rate.
By using a combination of sugar transporters with different affinities, a future industrial yeast strain could metabolize C6 and C5 sugars more effectively, increasing the
viability of the 2G process.
As an attempt to consolidate all results obtained in this
study, the 3D structure of the experimentally evaluated
transporters was created, with docking analysis coupled
with glucose and xylose. Docking analysis successfully
modelled both xylose and glucose poses for the evaluated transporters, which gave us a bigger confidence on
the affinity calculations. These affinity results were confirmed during fermentation, where slight growth differences were seen in accordance with the slight differences
in predicted affinity.
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Finally, with future advances on describing novel
xylose-transporting proteins and the increase of
sequenced genomes, the model can be improved and
become an important tool for researchers on helping to
prospect industrial candidate transporters.

Conclusions
2G ethanol is a promising energy matrix alternative for
current and future needs. One challenge for this technology’s viability is an efficient and uninhibited transport of
pentose sugars into yeast cells, which drives the search
for novel and capable xylose transporters to be engineered into industrial S. cerevisiae, the main organism
used for this kind of fermentation. The coupled machine
learning and comparative genomics approach presented
here yielded several xylose transporter candidates, from
which four were experimentally tested against a wide
range of sugars. The dimensionality reduction by feature
selection highlighted that the most important features
were related to HMM and PSSM profiles, indicating that
xylose transport can in part be explained by amino acid
patterns in the non-cytoplasmic domains of the proteins,
especially the pore and binding sites, a result also seen
in previous point mutation studies and descriptions of
known transporters’ structures, indicating the conformity of the model with previous studies in literature. All
transporters tested successfully transported xylose, most
of them in rates superior to the traditional Gxf1, one of
the best-known heterologous xylose transporters in literature, and all conferred higher cell growth at larger xylose
concentrations. Docking analysis showed a similar pattern, with SuL having the lowest affinity to xylose and the
other three transporters having a slightly higher affinity
than Gxf1.
For future studies, the model’s predictive capability
should be provided with data arising from new xylose
transporter characterizations, as well as attempts to
create models by adding information of known xylose
transporters from other organisms, such as Arabidopsis
thaliana. We believe that not only researchers interested
in prospecting novel xylose-transporting candidates
for industrial application can already make use of the
model to aid their selection of best targets for wet-lab
evaluation, but also understanding xylose transport on
a broader scale then fungi and bacteria, with the help of
this model, it will be possible to better understand and
reveal the intricacies of xylose transport.
Methods
182 genomes dataset

Genomes were retrieved from NCBI, based on if they
were the representative genome for that species. 30
genomes had no coding sequences prediction, and so
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had their genes predicted by using AUGUSTUS 3.3.2 [78]
and GeneMark-ES Suite 4.32 [79] separately and reconciled with Evidence Modeler 1.1.1 [72]. Genes were also
filtered by their longest ORF via Transdecoder and by
having at least 80 amino acids in the sequence. Genome
completeness and success of gene prediction was analysed by utilizing the BUSCO v3 [80] Saccharomycotina dataset, which comprised conserved genes from
this group and must be found on the data for a successful gene prediction. Additional file 6: fig. S1 shows the
results for the BUSCO analysis.
Phylogenomic analysis

Genes were clustered into gene families by means of
Orthofinder 2.2 [55]. Transporter families were retrieved
through the HMM MFS_1 and MFS_5 profiles from
Pfam [64], and through known xylose transporters
(XUT1, GXF1, GXS1, HXT7, Xylhp, XUT3, xylE, Cs3894,
Cs4130) as baits for a BLAST search. Multi-sequence
alignments were undertaken with MAFFT [81] for protein sequences (L-INS-i), and with MACSE 2.01 [82] by
anchoring with the protein alignment for CDS. Alignments were trimmed using Trimal 1.4.1 [83] for phylogenetic inferences of the conserved domains, as due to
the nature of the dataset (too many sequences from heterogenous groups) there were many gaps. Phylogenetic
inferences were done through Maximum Likelihood with
IQTree 1.6.12 [84] running 1000 bootstraps. Selection
analysis was done by marking sequences that were output from the Machine Learning model as foreground and
running HYPHY MEME 2.0.1 [85].
Machine learning

Machine learning modelling usually undergoes the following steps: data clean-up and division into training and
testing datasets, feature extraction and selection, model
training, and evaluation. After clean-up, all intermediate
steps are done on the training dataset and evaluation is
done with the testing dataset. This separation of training and testing allows for a faithful evaluation of a model’s metrics by isolating some of the data in such a way
that testing is done on part of the dataset upon which
the model has no bias. Also, all these steps can be done
using different machine learning algorithms and it is recommended to test several models using different algorithmical approaches and selecting the best performant.
Feature extraction in the case of protein modelling represents decomposing the amino acid sequence into different descriptors that either mathematically explain the
sequence or highlight some trait of interest, while feature
selection is used for dimensionality reduction, computational optimization and highlighting the importance of
certain features for classification.
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Sugar transporters from fungi and bacteria were
retrieved from Uniprot and TCDB databases. CD-HIT
[86] was done to remove proteins with more than 80%
sequence similarity, except for the known xylose transporters (experimentally validated by other studies),
which were manually re-added to the dataset if removed.
Xylose transporter sequences with their respective publication are shown in Additional file 2: Table S2. Most features were extracted with the protr package [87], which
generates many numerical explainers of a given protein sequence. Also, an HMM feature was calculated by
aligning the xylose transporters and using the sequence
of Xylhp from Debaryomyces fabryi (Uniprot accession
Q64L87) to predict domains and important sites through
Interproscan; then, the non-cytoplasmic domains and
probable sugar binding sites were isolated from the alignment and the HMM profile was created. We assumed
as all sequences are aligned, the binding sites would be
roughly in the same position. Other features added were
the PS0021 and PS00217 sugar transport signatures from
PROSITE database [88] using ScanProsite [89], the protein existence evidence, which sugars it transports, protein annotation, and if there is evidence in literature for
xylose transport.
Following feature extraction and clean-up, sequences
were divided into training and testing datasets through
scikit-learn’s 0.21.2 [58] train_test_split with 70% used for
training and 30% for testing.
Feature selection was done by Recursive Feature Elimination with Cross-Validation (RFECV) by using a Gradient Boosting Decision Tree classifier, implemented
by XGBoost 0.82 [90]. Feature importance visualization
was done using Yellowbrick 0.9.1 [91] or SHAP 0.29.3
explainers [92].
Some statistical transformations using oversampling
were attempted to mitigate dataset imbalance, at the cost
of some overfitting of the data. Additional file 7: figure
S2 shows UMAP 0.3.9 [93] spatial distribution of samples after oversampling through Random Oversampling,
SMOTE, SMOTEEEN, SMOTETomek and ADASYN.
Except for Random Oversampling, all these transformers
use a nearest neighbour approach to add a synthetic new
sample to the data, which is related to the parameters of
its neighbors. A model from all these attempts was made,
however only SMOTEEEN was taken further as the evaluated model metrics were more satisfactory.
Model evaluation was done through usual metrics,
such as accuracy, precision-recall, AUC, ROC curve, Balanced Accuracy and MCC, however, we were also attentive to brute numbers, because of the dataset imbalance
distorting metric results. False positives were penalized by increasing the classification threshold of the
xylose-positive class to 0.98, and this restrictive model
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was used for choosing candidates. The four transporter
families from our phylogenomics dataset had the 13 most
important features calculated and the model was ran.
Sequences were chosen based on our knowledge if their
respective species is a known fermenter or consumer of
xylose.
All code used for model creation and data engineering can be found at https://gitlab.com/Matt_BF/Xylose_
Transporter_ML.
Strains and constructions

Strain EBY_Xyl1 was constructed from EBY.VW4000
by inserting an expression cassette containing the genes
XYL1 and XYL2 from S. stipitis and an additional copy of
xylulokinase (XKS1) under control of different promoters of the glycolytic pathway of S. cerevisiae as previously
described [47]. Synthesized SpG, SpH, SpX and SuL were
cloned into pRS426 at the EcoRI and NotI sites flanked
with the promoter and terminator regions from THD1
gene and further transformed into EBY_Xyl1 through the
LiAc/SS-DNA/PEG protocol [94]. Transformants were
selected in YNB medium lacking uracil. The transformation was confirmed by PCR using primers for the coding
sequence of each gene (Additional file 3: Table S3).
Media and culture conditions

Yeast cells were grown on liquid YP medium (10 g/L
yeast extract and 20 g/L peptone) supplemented with
20 g/L D-glucose (YPD) for cell propagation or 20 g/L
D-xylose (YPX) for xylose growth analysis. Transformed
cells were grown at 30 °C in complete synthetic media
YNB (6.7 g/L yeast nitrogen base without amino acids,
Difco) supplemented with 1 g/L drop-out without uracil,
20 g/L glucose and 20 g/L agar [75]. YP was autoclaved at
121 °C for 20 min and YNB was filter-sterilized using 0.2μm bottle-top filters. Strain EBY.VW4000, kindly supplied by Prof. Eckhard Boles from Goethe university [39],
and strain EBY_Xyl1 were grown in YNB with D-maltose
instead of D-glucose.
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performed in triplicate and samples were collected to
measure optical density and for HPLC analysis.
Molecular docking

Molecular docking analysis was done using AutodockVina 1.1.2, ran via UCSF Chimera 1.15. Transporter
structures for Gxf1, SuL, SpG, SpH and SpX were modelled through ROSETTAFold via the Robetta server [69],
with the lowest angstrom error estimate models chosen
for docking, and the glucose and xylose ligands were
obtained from PubChem (IDs 5793 and 135191, respectively). The xylE crystal structure bounded to xylose
(PDB code 4GBY) or glucose (PDB code 4GBZ) was used
as the reference for self-docking and for interpretation
of the other transporters (evaluation and comparison of
ligand position on the candidate transporters and during self-docking, as in the closest the ligand poses during docking to the pose from the xylE crystal the better).
Ten docking runs were done for each transporter and the
one with the lowest RMSD from the xylE crystal was chosen. Comparison of ligand position and poses was done
with DockRMSD [95]. Visualization of docking results
and ligand positions was done with pyMOL, and the 2D
ligand interactions were extracted on the Protein-Plus
web server [96].
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org/10.1186/s13068-022-02153-7.
Additional file 1: Table S1. Information of the species used for comparative genomics, including xylose fermentation or consumption capacity,
and associated publication describing.
Additional file 2: Table S2. Xylose transporters used as positive samples
for machine learning, including Uniprot accession, organism and publication describing xylose utilization.
Additional file 3: Table S3. Primers used to validate transformation of
EBY_Xyl1.
Additional file 4: File S1. S. cerevisiae Codon optimized sequences for the
four transporters chosen for characterization in xylose.
Additional file 5: File S2. FASTA files of the four transporter families from
the comparative genomics analysis.
Additional file 6: Figure S1. BUSCO results for gene prediction.

Fermentations

Yeast strains were pre-grown on YNB supplemented
with 5 g/L of casamino acids (Difco), 1 g/L of tryptophan
(Sigma) and 50 g/L of d-maltose for 24 h. Cells were then
harvested by centrifugation, washed three times with
sterile water and resuspended to an OD600 of 10. Fermentation experiments were performed aerobically in 250 mL
Erlenmeyer flasks using 70 mL of YNB supplemented
with 5 g/L of casamino acids, 1 g/L of tryptophan (Sigma)
and 10 g/L of xylose. For simultaneous glucose and xylose
co- fermentation, 10 g/L of both sugars were used. The
cells were incubated at 30 °C/200 rpm. Experiments were

Additional file 7: Figure S2. UMAP spatial distribution of data after
oversampling.
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